ID Management

Enhancement App

Dynamic Radio ID Management Utility
One of the most important concepts of today’s communications industry is interoperability – the process of
ensuring that public safety officials can communicate across city, county, and state borders and on numerous
radio systems, allowing them to respond to the call when needed the most. However, managing the different
IDs each radio is programmed with can become a tedious and time-consuming task, especially if you aren’t
equipped with the right tools.
MCM’s ID Management Enhancement App is designed to automate and streamline the radio ID management
process. It provides users the capability to track the assignment of multiple radio IDs to each subscriber asset record, eliminating the need to manage radio IDs in a separate spreadsheet or database. Radio system
managers can identify which systems their subscriber agencies need to interoperate with, and also which ID
ranges on those systems are available for each subscriber agency. As IDs are issued to individual radios, the
application will proactively monitor the assignment process to ensure that no IDs are duplicated or assigned
outside the appropriate range for a given subscriber. These features will not only boost productivity, but also
strengthen the data integrity of operations responsible for radio programming.

CORE APP COMPATIBILITY
CommSHOP 360º and CommASSET 360º

BASIC FUNCTIONALITY
•

Fully integrated into the Agency and Asset Modules for seamless work between
modules.

•

Build ranges within different systems and
reserve those ranges for specific agencies.

•

Dynamically assign radio IDs based on the
next available ID in a specific range.

•

Easily browse available IDs to make assignment quick and easy

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
If you are interested in learning more about
this or any of our other Enhancement Applications, please contact us at (877) 626-6157 or
visit us on the web at mcmtechnology.com.

